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INFORMATIONAL MEMORANDUM 
OIR-13-03M 

ISSUED  
October 28, 2013 

Florida Office of Insurance Regulation  
Kevin M. McCarty, Commissioner  

 

 
To Property Insurers Exploring the Feasibility of Writing Primary Flood Insurance 

In the State of Florida 
 

Section 239 of the federal Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Reform and Modernization 
Act of 2012 (Biggert-Waters Act) specifically provides that private flood insurance sold 
by licensed insurers may satisfy the requirements for flood coverage established by the 
Federal National Mortgage Association (“Fannie Mae) or the Federal Home Loan 
Mortgage Corporation (“Freddie Mac”). In the wake of the Biggert-Waters Act, several 
insurers have expressed an interest in offering coverage in Florida that satisfies these 
requirements.  
 
In response, the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation (Office) is providing the 
following information as suggestions for insurers considering entering this market and as 
a means to facilitate the filing process. It reflects the Office’s initial review of federal and 
state legal requirements that may apply to the issuance of private flood coverage. It is not 
intended to be comprehensive in scope.  
 
Insurers are not required to offer flood coverage. However, private insurers that choose to 
offer a flood insurance product may offer coverage as: 

 A stand-alone allied lines insurance policy,  
 An endorsement to either an existing property insurance form such as a 

homeowners insurance policy form or dwelling policy form, or  
 Incorporated into the policy as a covered peril. 

 
The Biggert-Waters Act allows Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac or other federal entities for 
lending regulation to apply their own requirements related to the financial solvency, 
strength, or claims-paying ability of private insurance companies from which the entity or 
agency will accept private flood insurance. Currently, these agencies are in the process of 
promulgating rules to implement the financial strength requirements and a variety of 
other provisions of the Biggert-Waters Act. 
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FINANCIAL CAPACITY 
 
Writing primary flood insurance coverage on a statewide basis may increase the 
catastrophe risk assumed by admitted insurers electing to offer this coverage. As a result, 
insurers desiring to provide primary flood insurance coverage, whether as an 
endorsement to a homeowners policy or as a stand-alone allied lines policy, will need to 
demonstrate the financial capacity to assume this risk by providing a Plan of Operation 
and Financial Projections. Such a plan typically includes: 
 

 A three year financial projection in Uniform Certificate of Authority 
Application (UCAA) format, 

 The basis for the assumptions used in the projections, 
 A statement regarding the sensitivity of the assumptions to market conditions, 
 An estimate of total gross and net exposure to be written under the insurer’s 

flood program, 
 An estimate of the total gross and net exposure to be written on any one risk, 

and; 
 A summary regarding the insurer’s plans for catastrophe reinsurance for the 

flood exposure. 
 
An insurer electing to offer primary flood coverage as a stand-alone allied lines policy 
will also need to have a certificate of authority for that line.  
 
 
OPTIONS FOR DEVELOPING RATES FOR PRIMARY FLOOD COVERAGE 
 
Develop Rates Based on National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) Rates in Effect Prior 
to October 1, 2013 
 
Because primary flood coverage is a new coverage not widely written by admitted 
insurers, there is little voluntary Florida loss data available to support a rate for this 
coverage. However, to facilitate the development of a rate for this coverage, the Office 
utilized actual National Flood Insurance Program experience from 1978 to 2012 to 
develop loss and allocated loss adjustment expense ratios for Florida. Admitted insurers 
may choose to use these ratios as a basis for a primary flood rate filing, supplemented 
with the insurer’s own expense factors, while taking into account any differences in 
coverage. This expedited option is likely the easiest one to have filed and approved. A 
spreadsheet demonstrating this analysis is attached.  
(See the attached file – “Florida Flood Indicated Loss and ALAE Ratio.xlsx”) 
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Develop Rates Based on a Competitive Analysis 
 
Insurers may also use a comparable competitive filing as another option to justify rates 
for primary flood insurance coverage. Insurers may choose to conduct a competitive 
analysis by reviewing the rates and rating factors of insurers now writing primary flood 
insurance in Florida, and supplementing that filing with the insurer’s own expense 
factors, while taking into account any differences in coverage. There may be material 
differences in coverage for primary flood insurance products designed for homes without 
a mortgage, since the requirements for federally-guaranteed mortgages may not apply.  
 
Other Methodologies 
 
Insurers may choose to use industry Florida flood data including surplus lines loss data, 
with appropriate adjustments for any change in coverage and individual company 
expenses. 
 
Insurers may also use available catastrophe flood models with documentation on the 
model including validation to past flood events. These models currently exist for coastal 
areas, and a new model is reportedly being developed to include inland risks. 
 
Excess Rate/Individual Risk Rate 

 
Pursuant to s. 627.171, F.S., insurers may also use the Excess Rate statute (also known as 
“consent-to-rate”) to offer rates above the filed and approved rates with the informed 
consent of the policyholder. The statute limits the use of this option to no more than 5% 
of the business written or renewed each calendar year for any line of personal insurance. 
 
Pursuant to s. 627.062(3)(a), F.S., insurers may individually rate the risk for Allied Lines 
or Dwelling Fire policies only (not for homeowners), where there is an unusual or high 
exposure risk.  
 
OPTIONS FOR DEVELOPING FORMS FOR PRIMARY FLOOD COVERAGE 
 
Insurers have several options in developing a proposed flood insurance policy form.  
 
Federal Private Flood Insurance Requirements 
 
Section 239(a)(7) of the Biggert-Waters Act requires federal agency lenders to accept 
private flood insurance as satisfaction of the federal flood insurance requirement if the 
coverage meets certain conditions. These conditions include, but are not limited to: 
 

 The private flood insurance coverage must be at least as broad as the coverage 
provided under a standard NFIP policy, including deductibles, exclusions, and 
conditions offered by the insurer.  

 The policy must provide for 45 days written notice of cancellation or non-renewal 
to the insured and the lending institution or the federal agency mortgage lender. 
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 Information must be provided about the availability of flood insurance coverage 
under the NFIP. 

 The policy must contain a mortgagee interest clause similar to the mortgagee 
interest clause contained in a standard NFIP policy. 

 The policy must contain a provision requiring an insured to file suit not later than 
one year after the date of a written denial of all or part of a claim under the policy. 

 The cancellation provisions must be as restrictive as the provisions contained in a 
standard NFIP policy. 

 
Develop Forms as a Stand Alone Allied Lines Policy Based on NFIP Coverage 
 
Insurers may choose to offer primary flood coverage based on the coverage provided by 
the NFIP, recognizing that these forms will need to be amended to:  1) remove references 
to community flood program and other NFIP/Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) requirements; 2) incorporate provisions specifically required under Florida law; 
and 3) add new provisions to meet the federal definition of “private flood insurance.”  For 
example: 
 

 Provisions pertaining to the (NFIP, Federal Emergency Management 
Administration (FEMA), the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, the Code of 
Federal Regulations (CFR), the Federal Government, the Federal Insurance 
Administrator, and Federal common law should generally be removed.  

 The Summary of Significant Changes should be eliminated. 
 A $500 deductible must be offered and the deductible provision should be 

modified to comply with s. 627.701(7), F.S. 
 The cancellation, nonrenewal and renewal provisions must comply with s. 

627.4133(2), F.S. 
 The form should be modified to comply with the Valued Policy Law (s. 627.702, 

F.S.) 
 Amendments are necessary to satisfy the requirements of s. 627.714, F.S., 

regarding a unit owner’s residential property policy.  
 For unit owner’s property policies, coverage for property which is the 

policyholder’s insurance responsibility under a condominium association 
agreement should be added pursuant to s. 718.111(11)(g)2., F.S., and any 
conflicting policy restriction should be modified accordingly. 

 The refund provisions that apply after policy cancellation need amendment for 
consistency with Rule 69O-167.001, Florida Administrative Code. 

 The loss payment provision must  be modified to comply with s. 627.4265 and s. 
627.70131(5), F.S. 

 Language should be added to address s. 626.854(14), F.S., regarding 48 hours’ 
notice to meet with the claimant or inspect the insured property. 

 The supplemental claim guidelines need to be removed. 
 The form needs to satisfy the readability requirements of s. 627.4145, F.S., 

including the addition of a table of contents. 
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 The following provisions should be removed: Amendments, Waivers, 
Assignment; Reduction and Reformation of Coverage; and Continuous Lake 
Flooding. 

 The policy execution signature should be updated. 
 The Concealment or Fraud and Policy Voidance provision should be amended to 

comply with s.627.409, F.S. 
 

Develop Flood Forms as an Endorsement to a Homeowners Policy 
 

Offering flood coverage as an endorsement to a homeowners policy may be a simpler 
option for insurers since Florida’s statutory requirements would already be included in 
the base policy. However, the insurer should be aware that: 

 Coverage must meet the federal private flood insurance requirements described in 
this informational memorandum. 

 Florida statutory requirements applicable to homeowners insurance coverage must 
be satisfied, such as: 

o Replacement Cost coverage must be offered (s. 627.7011, F.S.). 
o Law and Ordinance coverage must be offered (s. 627.7011, F.S.). 
o A $500 flood deductible must be offered (s. 627.701(7), F.S.). 
o The cancellation, nonrenewal and renewal provisions must comply with 

s. 627.4133(2), F.S. 
 
Develop Forms Based on Private Flood Insurance Policy Forms Already Approved 
 
The Office has approved forms for several insurance companies that have been writing 
primary flood insurance coverage or excess flood insurance coverage in Florida long 
before the Biggert-Waters Act became law. This coverage typically has been for 
properties not subject to a mortgage, properties requiring coverage in excess of the 
$250,000 limit historically available from NFIP, and properties that  may not meet the 
requirements for properties subject to a federally-guaranteed mortgage. As a result, there 
may be material differences in coverage. Insurers would need to amend the forms to 
comply with the new federal provisions.  
 
If you have questions regarding this memorandum, please contact Sandra Starnes, 
Director of Property and Casualty Product Review, Florida Office of Insurance 
Regulation at Sandra.Starnes@floir.com or (850) 413-5344.  
 
 
 
Resources: The Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Reform and Modernization Act of 2012 
 
 



Indication



				Indicated Rate for NFIP Flood Coverage for rates prior to 10/1/2013 increase

				Losses and ALAE based on industry information from FEMA

				Expenses for Company making filing

				(1)		Loss and ALAE Ratio		57.9%

				(2)		ULAE Ratio		4.0%

				(3)		Variable Expenses excluding Reinsurance		23.0%

				(4)		Fixed Expenses excluding Reinsurance		1.5%

				(5)		Private Reinsurance Cost		14.0%

				(6)		Profit and Contingency		4.1%

				(7)		Indication		6.2%



				Note - Private Reinsurance Cost Treated as Fixed



				Item (1) from Column (10) of the "Loss Ratio" worksheet (1978 - 2012)

				Item (2) = ULAE Ratio for this example

				Item (3) = Variable Expenses excludng Reinsurance for this example

				Item (4) = Fixed Expenses excludng Reinsurance for this example

				Item (5) = Private Reinsurance Cost for this example

				Item (6) = Profit and Contingency for this example

				Item (7) = 		[(1) + (2) + (4) + (5)] / [1 - (3) - (6)] - 1
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Loss Ratio

								Florida Office of Insurance Regulation

								Florida NFIP Flood experience

								Source FEMA website



		(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)				(5)		(6)								(7) = (5) + (6)		(8) = (7) / (4)		(9)		(10) = (9) / (4)

		STATE		Calendar Year		EARNED EXPOSURE		EARNED PREMIUM		Earned Premium available after expenses (approximated with 63.5%)		LOSSES PAID		ALLOCATED LOSS EXPENSES (ALAE)		Net Surpluss/Loss		# OF CLOSED LOSSES		# OF OPEN LOSSES		LOSSES PAID   PLUS ALAE		LOSSES PAID   PLUS ALAE  RATIO TO EARNED PREMIUM		TRENDED    LOSSES PAID   PLUS ALAE		TRENDED    LOSSES PAID   PLUS ALAE RATIO TO EARNED PREMIUM

		Florida		2012		2,069,879		956,340,911		607,276,478		64,138,729		4,243,597		538,894,152		2,959		279		68,382,326		7.2%		77,253,314		8.1%

		Florida		2011		2,086,550		937,520,967		595,325,814		26,778,270		1,931,216		566,616,328		1,185		36		28,709,486		3.1%		34,055,555		3.6%

		Florida		2010		2,140,332		928,760,187		589,762,719		4,351,036		797,486		584,614,197		268		2		5,148,522		0.6%		6,412,604		0.7%

		Florida		2009		2,175,560		908,168,894		576,687,248		71,883,053		4,570,390		500,233,805		2,414		5		76,453,443		8.4%		99,985,769		11.0%

		Florida		2008		2,208,864		878,258,015		557,693,840		62,020,503		4,445,787		491,227,549		2,821		6		66,466,290		7.6%		91,270,806		10.4%

		Florida		2007		2,205,360		824,278,871		523,417,083		7,094,693		725,633		515,596,757		438		1		7,820,326		0.9%		11,275,728		1.4%

		Florida		2006		2,112,959		744,118,096		472,514,991		10,482,387		747,310		461,285,294		527		0		11,229,697		1.5%		17,001,103		2.3%

		Florida		2005		1,932,087		652,211,679		414,154,416		626,790,452		30,302,057		-242,938,093		20,077		9		657,092,509		100.7%		1,044,539,475		160.2%

		Florida		2004		1,855,050		597,467,006		379,391,549		1,259,564,076		52,404,287		-932,576,814		22,185		31		1,311,968,363		219.6%		2,189,833,033		366.5%

		Florida		2003		1,817,321		560,421,872		355,867,889		13,959,253		917,565		340,991,071		1,119		0		14,876,818		2.7%		26,072,759		4.7%

		Florida		2002		1,789,635		533,404,826		338,712,065		8,318,774		654,363		329,738,927		739		0		8,973,137		1.7%		16,512,413		3.1%

		Florida		2001		1,763,778		501,970,427		318,751,221		45,259,627		3,193,934		270,297,660		3,322		0		48,453,561		9.7%		93,622,717		18.7%

		Florida		2000		1,744,633		468,044,487		297,208,249		164,370,743		8,860,490		123,977,016		9,816		0		173,231,233		37.0%		351,456,057		75.1%

		Florida		1999		1,721,132		435,775,181		276,717,240		137,464,360		10,674,511		128,578,369		15,588		1		148,138,871		34.0%		315,575,417		72.4%

		Florida		1998		1,686,235		405,750,204		257,651,380		101,352,012		6,708,684		149,590,683		7,884		1		108,060,696		26.6%		241,708,095		59.6%

		Florida		1997		1,623,548		363,983,532		231,129,543		12,014,857		1,003,640		218,111,046		1,467		0		13,018,497		3.6%		30,575,501		8.4%

		Florida		1996		1,529,545		326,862,120		207,557,446		105,012,578		3,875,851		98,669,017		6,802		0		108,888,429		33.3%		268,524,405		82.2%

		Florida		1995		1,347,290		292,941,715		186,017,989		421,142,182		9,162,133		-244,286,326		12,224		0		430,304,315		146.9%		1,114,209,951		380.4%

		Florida		1994		1,130,117		258,639,383		164,236,008		19,786,832		1,111,397		143,337,779		2,102		0		20,898,229		8.1%		56,818,547		22.0%

		Florida		1993		1,037,442		230,510,065		146,373,891		199,435,039		5,545,929		-58,607,077		8,906		0		204,980,968		88.9%		585,171,910		253.9%

		Florida		1992		976,471		214,839,048		136,422,795		157,197,550		4,603,525		-25,378,279		4,920		3		161,801,075		75.3%		484,998,763		225.7%

		Florida		1991		947,842		207,679,787		131,876,665		9,959,587		642,982		121,274,096		1,347		0		10,602,569		5.1%		33,370,262		16.1%

		Florida		1990		889,000		197,822,618		125,617,362		1,558,703		72,820		123,985,839		131		0		1,631,523		0.8%		5,391,767		2.7%

		Florida		1989		794,074		182,530,400		115,906,804		1,896,578		96,851		113,913,375		179		0		1,993,429		1.1%		6,917,162		3.8%

		Florida		1988		730,716		166,752,093		105,887,579		11,945,264		631,723		93,310,592		1,917		2		12,576,987		7.5%		45,824,006		27.5%

		Florida		1987		705,408		153,895,193		97,723,448		1,419,822		100,649		96,202,976		326		0		1,520,471		1.0%		5,816,798		3.8%

		Florida		1986		671,138		133,482,183		84,761,186		1,941,548		142,384		82,677,254		401		0		2,083,932		1.6%		8,371,024		6.3%

		Florida		1985		603,562		117,172,464		74,404,515		88,529,054		3,347,101		-17,471,641		8,944		0		91,876,155		78.4%		387,513,767		330.7%

		Florida		1984		566,429		103,227,091		65,549,203		4,336,915		299,628		60,912,660		721		0		4,636,543		4.5%		20,533,733		19.9%

		Florida		1983		542,371		94,420,104		59,956,766		1,345,105		168,087		58,443,575		382		0		1,513,192		1.6%		7,036,502		7.5%

		Florida		1982		528,134		73,726,675		46,816,439		13,141,943		1,058,838		32,615,657		3,903		0		14,200,781		19.3%		69,336,906		94.0%

		Florida		1981		521,286		52,481,891		33,326,001		1,987,642		441,182		30,897,177		1,290		0		2,428,824		4.6%		12,451,956		23.7%

		Florida		1980		478,956		40,704,053		25,847,074		857,820		106,285		24,882,969		369		0		964,105		2.4%		5,189,854		12.8%

		Florida		1979		368,871		31,418,310		19,950,627		17,824,311		1,167,675		958,641		4,088		0		18,991,986		60.4%		107,347,142		341.7%

		Florida		1978		203,866		18,133,279		11,514,632		789,589		64,498		10,660,545		253		0		854,087		4.7%		5,068,874		28.0%



				1978 - 2012		45,505,439		13,593,713,627		8,632,008,153		3,675,950,887		164,820,489		4,791,236,777		152,014		376		3,840,771,376		28.3%		7,877,043,675		57.9%

				1992 - 2012		36,953,787		12,020,267,486		7,632,869,854		3,518,417,006		156,479,786		3,957,973,062		127,763		374		3,674,896,792		30.6%		7,156,873,922		59.5%

		Column (1) through (6) from FEMA Webite

		Column (7) = (5) + (6)

		Column (8) = (7) / (4)

		Column (9) = (8)  with a net trend factor applied

				Net trend is based on 5% annual trend (7% loss trend and 2% premium trend) applied up to 1/1/2015 assuming an effective date of 1/1/2014

		Column (10) = (9) / (4)

		NOTE - the EARNED PREMIUM has not been adjusted for prior rate changes.  If rate history information is available, this adjustment can be made.
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